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Abstract: The primary purpose of the accounting profession is to provide quality information to the
market that facilitates the allocation of resources. The context in which it operates must attend to
some stressors that can affect the professional’s meaning of the work. Meaningful work (MW) is based
on the concept of valuable work and work well done, so it is directly related to the concept of quality
at work, which is a constant concern in the accounting profession. The method used to determine
meaningful work identifies the set of job quality indexes, as defined by the European Working
Conditions Survey (EWCS), related to the MW. This paper has used an integer programming genetic
algorithm (GA) to determine the JQIs and the statistically significant combinations. The findings
showed that JQIs, skills development and discretion (SD), and physical environment (PE) positively
and intensely relate to MW. Likewise, reduction of the work intensity (WI) and improvement of the
social environment (SE) are related in the same direction as the MW. On the other hand, the results
showed different indicator weightings depending on the age of the accountants. This paper shows
the importance that accountants attribute to professional competence and how, throughout their
careers, the JQI that most relate to MW is changing, from a social vision to preferences where the care
of personal time also prevails.

Keywords: accounting workplace; meaningful work; integer programming genetic algorithm (GA)

1. Introduction

Eurofound defines meaningful work as that which a worker feels is worthwhile and
is done well [1]. In the accounting profession, the quality of work is a permanent concern,
both in the development of auditing that imposes strict standards on the work quality
system and in establishing robust internal control systems within organizations so that
their information is reliable. This paper focuses on the working conditions that influence
that feeling of useful and well-done work. The paper aimed to discover the dimensions of
job quality that relate to meaningful work. The research was carried out at the European
level with the European Working Conditions Survey (EWCS).

Resource allocation decisions and stewardship require sound financial information.
Users cannot prepare this information; therefore, local commercial laws require the supply
of reliable financial statements to be consulted by third parties. In addition to the preparers
and users, the information supply chain includes the auditors who provide confidence
in its reasonableness. Therefore, the preparation and auditing of financial information
constitute activities with an undoubted public interest [2].

The financial information is concentrated around specific dates during the year (in
Europe, the end of the year), which contribute to the temporal comparability of the infor-
mation system so that users can decide the best investment alternatives. Therefore, this
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concentration of work introduces an overload on the deadlines that preparers and auditors
cannot avoid [3]. On the other hand, the economic consequences that derive from the
information introduce a conflict in the role of the preparer that the auditors try to mitigate,
as the positive theory of accounting describes it [4]. In addition, information preparers and
auditors interpret transactions where it is more complex to present the economic substance,
specifically, in an environment of more significant litigation, which leads to uncertainty in
the role. These pressures affect accountants’ health and performance [5–9], and promote
dysfunctional behaviors that affect the quality of the work [10–14].

To mitigate these effects, two human resources theories, job demands–resources
(JD-R) [15,16] and job demands–control–support (JDCS) [17–19], hold that organizations
develop job resources that allow moderating or compensating for the negative effect of
job demands. The set of job demands and job resources will determine the job quality.
In Europe, job quality is assessed through a multidimensional index that contains seven
domains. This approach captures the job demands and resources formulated in human
resources theories about managing stress. In addition, Eurofound publishes the European
Working Conditions Survey (EWCS) every five years; in the past two waves, the EWCS has
displayed these job quality indexes (JQIs).

Accountants carry out their activity in heterogeneous organizations. They work in
the accounting and finance departments in corporations, public sector organizations, and
audit firms. The characteristics of the work have unique features in each organization,
but the transfer of professionals between them, particularly audit firms, who usually
supply professionals for accounting departments in corporations and governmental entities,
contributes to a shared mindset about the meaning of an accountant.

In an accountancy firm setting, one of the challenges is the high turnover [20], not only
for preserving healthy human relations in the organization, but also for attracting talent
that fuels the business model and avoiding the negative impact on the work quality [21]. In
addition, stressors influence the intention to leave the organization [9,22–25] and constitute
negative publicity for the profession. However, the organizational model of audit firms
is pyramidal and imposes an intense rotation to maintain prospects at the lower steps of
the pyramid [26]. Firms are goal-oriented organizations [27] and have intense competition
within the workforce [28]. This tension can lead to conflicting work behaviors and work-
place climates [29]. Accountants assume intensity as a job characteristic, and for tackling it,
specific job resources, such as the positive social environment, are related to higher levels
of work engagement [30]. An improvement in this job resource is the most demanded by
accountants, with the lowest level being subjective well-being and less work intensity for
those who feel better [31].

The attitudinal variables that condition the behavior of employees in their workplaces
are many and varied. Among the best known are organizational commitment, employee
loyalty, job satisfaction, work engagement, and motivation. As [32] pointed out, the
employee’s work-related attitudes are essential for maintaining organizational performance.
One of these attitudes that is becoming increasingly important in the field of scientific
research is meaningful work. It may be necessary to work on the meaning of the profession
to achieve better retention rates [33].

The concept of meaningful work is relevant in core domains of human resource
management, but it is also an ambiguous concept that generates little consensus among
scholarship [34]. Although most researchers consider that we are dealing with a multidi-
mensional construct, Ref. [35] warned that there is no standard criterion about the exact
nature of this concept’s different dimensions. In 2017, Ref. [36] carried out a profound
revision of the concept where they came to question one of the best-known definitions,
such as that of [37], according to which meaningful work is a particularly significant work
experience that provides a positive meaning for individuals. The main criticism comes from
the definition’s tautological character, including some of the terms intended to be explained,
such as “work” or “meaning”. In Ref [36], it was concluded that meaningful work should
be considered the subjective experience of existential significance resulting from the fit
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between the individual and work. From this point of view, the work would give meaning
and explain the existence of the human being in the world. This proposal coincides with
the vision provided by [38], who suggested that this concept presents a more eudaemonic
than the hedonic approach to well-being; that is, more oriented to personal growth than
to personal pleasure. Given its importance, meaningful work is a core variable of many
academic studies, as either an antecedent or consequence of different results associated
with workers’ work performance in the organizational field [34,39]. Certainly, the experi-
ence of meaningfulness in the work environment can be determined by a set of working
conditions and backgrounds. For example, the work of [40] confirmed that the workplace’s
degree of autonomy constitutes an antecedent of the meaning of work. In [41], it was also
concluded that physical health risks reduce the significance of veterinarians’ work.

On the other hand, more participatory management styles, such as transformational
leadership, will increase meaningfulness [42]. In a similar vein, manager recognition
causes work to be perceived with greater meaning by employees [43]. On the other
side, some of the most significant consequences of meaningful work are that it lowers
turnover intentions [44], increases engagement [45], or reduces burnout [46]. For a different
geographical context to this study, an indicator of the importance of meaningful work
is that American workers would be willing to reduce wages to obtain a job with greater
significance [47].

This profession offers young people high social and professional recognition, so they
are attracted by the rewards they can achieve in this profession. Therefore, incorporating
of young people into the audit makes them predisposed to be captivated by the profession,
and this is more likely to occur when their goals are to obtain a better social status, adopt a
breadwinner role, and get and retain a recognized status [48].

What engages accounting professionals with their profession? In a recent survey, there
were three factors that best explained this engagement: My job gives me the opportunity to
do what I do best (job fit); I believe my personal values are aligned with my firm’s values (value
alignment); I believe I make a difference at work (meaningful work) [33]. Millennials appreciate
the last one, which implies that they must believe their job is making a difference in the
lives of others.

This research aimed to explain how the different indicators of job quality relate to
meaningful work. The JD-R is the theoretical framework, and JQI’s were classified into the
professional’s job demands and resources.

The European Working Conditions Survey establishes a positive association between
job quality and meaningful work, considering this as one of the fundamental dimensions
to a better experience of working life and subjective well-being, health, sustainable work,
and engagement.

Improving job quality and working conditions of European employees has been a
crucial aim of the European Commission’s agenda since 2010. In this sense, Eurofound
defines meaningful work as what a worker feels is worthwhile and done well [4]. From
this point of view, it constitutes a motivational and well-being factor, whereas the opposite,
performing work that is not meaningful, would constitute a psychosocial risk in the work
environment. The EWCS measures meaningful work through a questionnaire that includes
items related to workers’ perceptions of doing worthwhile work and a job well done; the
four indicators of job quality that should cause a more significant meaning of work among
employees would be those related to skills and discretion, social environment, prospects,
and intensity. This conclusion reached by Eurofound should make even more sense among
the group of professionals who were the main object of this research.

The job quality indexes (JQI) could be classified as follows:

(a) Job demands

• Physical environment (PE) relates to the physical conditions of the workplace, which,
in the case of accountants, would be linked to ergonomic risks. This factor does
not look critical because the accountant carries out their work in offices, and the
accountants are generally not subject to conditions involving a particular physical
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demand. The most adverse scenarios may arise in auditors when they have to travel
to client offices to carry out their work; however, EWCS does not include this last
criterion [1].

• Work intensity (WI) is a job demand associated with tight deadlines, working at
very high speed, relying on the work or instructions of others, hiding emotions or
managing angry customers. Academic literature has extensively documented WI
in accountancy [5,6,14,49,50]. Work intensity also harms the perceived resources
available to the professional to obtain subjective well-being, which is an additional
effect on the negative and direct effect that work intensity has on well-being [51].

(b) Job resources

• Work time quality (WTQ) worsens with the work in atypical working times, long days,
and the lack of flexibility in working time arrangements. In addition, demanding
deadlines can cause that, on specific dates, the days are long, in atypical schedules.
These components of the index constitute job demands. Therefore, accountancy firms
have developed alternative work arrangements (AWAs) to face these demands [52],
with this being one of the job resources that alleviates these stressors’ effects. Female
accountants usually prefer AWAs [53–55]. However, there is evidence of an adverse
effect or perception on long-term career potential [56,57], among other reasons, for the
assignment of clients or engagements with a less professional requirement [58,59].

• Social environment (SE) measures social support from peers and superiors, as well
as incidents that demonstrate an adverse social environment (such as bullying or
harassment). It is one of the primary job resources deployed by accountancy firms and
accounting departments to moderate stressors and reduce burnout, turnover inten-
tions [2,22,25,60,61], and dysfunctional behaviors among professionals [62]. Therefore,
teamwork is more effective [63], as well as establishing formal procedures to receive
feedback from superiors [64].

• Skills and discretion (SD) refer to job control resources under JD-R and JDCS models.
This set of characteristics refers to skill development on the job, the content of the
position, the training, the decision latitude, and the ability to influence decisions.
The accounting profession requires preparedness as clients are able to question their
financial reporting practices, which creates a very stimulating environment. The
career allows professional development, and many candidates consider audit firms as
training schools [48]. The process of indoctrination as a professional involves learning
the industry’s behavioral and organizational norms [65]. Technical knowledge is
a requirement to achieve the position of partner in an accountancy firm. However,
behaviors as a professional are critical [66]; today, partners are much more multifarious
and homogeneous than in the past [67]. The aspiring partner in a Big 4, in addition
to the technical content, communication skills, and overseas exposure, must develop
entrepreneurial skills and an excellent technological profile for working in a disruptive
environment [68].

• Prospects refer to professional career development and job stability. Young accountants
perceive the profession as a starting point in a prosperous career in or out of the
firm [69,70]. At the top of the pyramid, satisfaction levels are higher than below it [33].
The firms allude to deferred compensation that appears as the professional career
progresses. However, it is not evident that this is an advantage that the firm and the
professionals value similarly, due to, among other reasons, the excessive work that the
partners deploy, the loss of social reputation due to the financial scandals, and even
the decrease in the financial security that the partners have [71].

• Earnings measure the salary of the employees. Young people who enter the pro-
fession appreciate other aspects, such as expert learning, security, or meaningful
work [72,73]. However, the remuneration is low among the junior professionals of the
audit firms, compared to other professional services, and a lower level of well-being is
observed [74]. These authors consider that the remuneration at the first stages is not
competitive compared to other business professionals. Moreover, the remuneration in
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audit firms depends on the organization’s position and not on productivity, reinforcing
the idea of deferred compensation.

In this manuscript, the model creation has been carried out from a bottom-up approach
(from data to theory) instead of the top-down approach (from theory to data), traditionally
adopted in the social sciences. In this context, the goal was to select the best set of regressors
from the 228 potential submodels composed of the seven job quality indices and the
corresponding twenty-one first-order interaction terms). Intuitively, the goal was to obtain
a small set of regressors that explain sufficiently the construct under study (a small group
of regressors variables that report a high value of R2).

In order to approach this complex problem, several heuristic models have been
proposed in the literature [75]. Rather than search through all possible models, those models
try to determine a good path through them. Some of the most promising methods are the
stepwise procedures (forward selection or backward removal) that sequentially include
or exclude regressors based on t-ratio statistics [76,77]. Another popular approach is the
one proposed in [78], which selects a battery of tests (residual diagnostics and hypothesis
testing on coefficients), a measure of performance, and a search path (to avoid the search in
all submodels) [79]. In this manuscript, the variable selection was implemented through
an integer programming genetic algorithm (GA) [80] that heuristically explored the search
space and aimed to find a reduced set of regressors with high explanatory power.

Finally, following career stage theory, younger people could assign a different value to
opportunities for advancement than older workers [81]. Thus, the analysis distinguished
younger accountants from more senior accountants because the priorities of each of them
could be different [82,83] and, therefore, the JQI that contribute most to the meaning of
work would be different also.

The main findings of this research show that accountants with a greater feeling of
meaningful work are the ones who most appreciate skills development and the decision
latitude that their work offers them. In addition, considering the professional career stage,
the youngest appreciate that the social dimension, together with working time quality, is
associated with a greater MW. In contrast, in the more senior and professionally developed,
it is also associated with those who perceive a higher quality in the management of their
time, together with a lower work intensity.

Section 2 presents the materials and methods; then, Section 3 shows the results.
Finally, Section Section 4 is devoted to discussing findings, and Section Section 5 presents
the conclusions and limitations of this research.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Variables

This research used the JQI proposed by the EWCS database and meaningful work as
variables. The JQI indexes are monthly earnings, prospects index, skills and discretion (SD),
social environment (SE), physical environment (PE), work intensity (WI), and work–life
balance (WLB). Except for monthly earnings, which are expressed in euros, the other variables
are measured on a scale of 0 to 100 (from worse to better conditions). The WI variable has
been coded again because a high intensity is a worse condition, and vice versa. Therefore a
small value of WI describes worse conditions, and higher values, better conditions.

2.2. Data Selection

Data came from the European Working Conditions Survey [84]. The sample of ac-
countants was 739 subjects. After deleting observations with lost values, the sample size
amounted to 602 individuals. In total, 74.9% were females, and the average age was
45 years.

Table 1 displays the descriptive metrics of the sample variables. Meaningful work
among this sample of European accountants showed a high median value of 6.71 out of
8.00. Considering the JQI, the most remarkable was PE (a mean value of 91.9 out of 100),
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followed by SE (83.9 out of 100). WI had the worst value (mean value of 34.0 out of 100)
and the highest job demand for accounting professionals.

Table 1. Descriptive information regarding the job quality index and meaningful work variables.

Statistics Monthly
Earnings Prospects SD SE PE WI WTQ MW

Mean 1567 69.4 70.0 83.9 91.9 34.0 75.9 6.71
Median 1313 68.8 73.0 88.2 92.3 31.8 80.1 7.00
St. Dev. 1063 17.5 15.6 18.1 8.24 18.6 11.8 1.43

Coef. Var. 0.6784 0.2522 0.2229 0.2157 0.0897 0.5471 0.1555 0.2131
Minimum 834 0.00 10.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.0 0.00
Maximum 11,777 100 98.0 100 100 91.9 100 8.00

Source: EWCS (2016). SD: skills and discretion, SE: social environment, PE: physical environment, WI: work
intensity, WTQ: work time quality, MW: meaningfulness of work.

All the variables were recoded into a [0,1] scale for statistical purposes because they
had different scales.

Meaningful work among this sample of European accountants showed a high median
value of 6.71 out of 8.00. Considering the JQI, the most remarkable was PE (a mean value
of 91.9 out of 100), followed by SE (83.9 out of 100). WI had the worst value (mean value of
34.0 out of 100) and the highest job demand for accounting professionals. As can be seen in
the Table, the sample of accountants employed in the study was, in general, homogeneous.
The only variables with CVs higher than 30% were earnings and work intensity.

2.3. Integer Programming Genetic Algorithm for Selecting the Best Set of Regressor Variables
2.3.1. General Overview of the Algorithm

This paper proposes a novel genetic algorithm (GA) to address the problem of deter-
mining the optimal set of regressors to be included in a multiple regression model. As it is
already known, if the model includes only a small set of regressors, the error associated
with the model will be most likely high, but if a higher set of regressors are included in
the model, its variance will increase. In this context, the goal was to select the best set of
regressors from the 228 potential submodels composed of the seven job quality indices and
the corresponding twenty-one first-order interaction terms).

Thus, the optimization process aimed to find a subset of independent variables and
first-order interactions terms that simultaneously minimized the error associated with the
model and the number of elements included in it. The number of possible submodels was

2
K+

(
K
2

)

as the total number of variables is the sum of independent variables, K, and interac-
tion terms, (

K
2

)
Taking into account that the problem had seven independent variables, the number

of possible submodels was 228. In order to approach this complex optimization problem,
we implemented a simple integer programming genetic algorithm (GA) [80], which can be
summarized as follows.

As in standard GAs, the proposed method considers a population of candidate so-
lutions representing different subsets of regressors (both independent variables and in-
teraction elements), which are evolved towards better multiple linear regressions models
(taking into their number of variables and their performance). The evolution starts from a
population of randomly generated subsets of regressors. Each individual is represented
by an array of binary values (chromosome representation). After that, a fitness value is
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assigned to every chromosome according to the number of variables included in the model
and its performance. Then, different mutation and crossover operators are applied to
explore the search space, and this iterative procedure is repeated during G generations.
The main characteristics of the proposed GA are defined in the following subsections.

2.3.2. Encoding and Initialization of the Population

The different candidate solutions are represented by an array of binary values with

K +

(
K
2

)
dimensions. Hence, each candidate solution is defined as

x ∈ {0, 1}
K+

(
K
2

)

where xi = 1, if the i-th variable is included in the model, and 0 otherwise,

i = 1, . . . , K +

(
K
2

)
The initial population of candidates is generated randomly. Expressly, the number of

chromosomes of the initial population during the experimentation was set to 300, as we
empirically observed that the increase of this number does not improve (or only marginally
improves) the results.

2.3.3. Minimization Function

The minimization function implemented in the proposed GA is the Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC), which is defined as:

min
x

f (x) N lnσ̂2
x + L ln N

s.t. x = xi ∈ {0, 1}
K+

(
K
2

)

where N is the sample size (number of accountants involved in the study), L the number of
variables involved in the solution x (the number of \ones” in the chromosome), and the
error variance of the model is

σ̂
2
x

(1)

The BIC aims to obtain promising candidate solutions regarding the error variance
of the model (the performance of the model), while minimizing the number of variables
included in the model.

2.3.4. Selection Procedure

In the proposed GA, chromosomes are sorted according to the previously defined loss
function (to emulate Darwin’s natural selection process). The worst half of the chromo-
somes, those with high BIC values, are then discarded (removed). The remaining ones are
then included in the mating pool.

2.3.5. Recombination

This operator creates new o spring chromosomes from the set of individuals selected
to combine their chromosomes. In this study, we carried out a random pairing process
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that assigned equal probability to each chromosome. In addition, the crossover operator
implemented was the single point crossover.

2.3.6. Mutation

The mutation operator randomly changes the value in a point within the chromosome
of the individual selected to be mutated (if the element in that position is one, then it is
mutated to zero, and vice versa). The mutation rate in the experimentation is set to 2%,
aiming not to modify abruptly promising areas of the search space.

3. Results
General Model

Table 2 displays the results of Regression Model 1. The statistical properties of the
model were sound. R2 was significant, and RMSE and BIC were low. The model contained
a small number of variables after the optimization process and improved the interpretation
of the results. SD and PE were the only isolated variables related to MW. Both of them
were positively correlated with MW, and SD showed the highest relationship. In addition,
there was a combined negative effect of SD × PE because a high rating in both of them
did not produce an additive effect on MW; this effect was significantly lower. However,
a minimum valuation in SD and PE did not penalize the other variable’s isolated effect
on MW.

Table 2. Model 1. JQI indexes related with the dependent variable (MW).

JQIs (N = 602) ^
β

^
β95%

Skills and discretion 0.8671 (0.6837, 1.0504)
Physical environment 0.5974 (0.5333, 0.6614)

Skills and discretion x Physical environment −0.6772 (−0.8905, −0.4640)
Social Environment x Work intensity 0.2349 (0.1718, 0.2980)

Statistical characteristics of the model:
R2:0.2182; F*:40.8412, p-value (F*) = 0.0000

RMSE: 0.1118; BIC: −1293.4

Statistical properties of the best-performing model: point estimator of the coefficients, β̂; interval estimator of the
coefficients (α = 0:05), β̂95%; and statistical characteristics of the model.

Otherwise, the combination of SE and WI produced a positive effect on MW. If one of
them was too low, the other variable lacked significance on MW; keeping one (SE or WI)
stable, the higher SE or WI, the higher MW. This interactive effect allows managing the SE
under challenging WI conditions to keep the meaning of the work.

Table 3 shows the regression models (Models 2 and 3) for the subsamples on and
under 40. Models 2 and 3 were significant and were sound models because RMSE and
BIS were small. The results confirmed the importance of SD and PE in MW, and both of
them showed an interactive effect among these variables, correcting their isolated effect. In
Model 3, the coefficients for single variables were higher than in model 2.

For accountants under 40 (Model 2), SE and WTQ showed an interactive effect on
MW. Combining both increases the MW, and the absence of one reduces this positive
and significant relationship. For senior accountants (Model 3), the interaction between
WTQ and WI revealed an interactive and positive relationship with MW. This group of
accountants appreciated an increase in the WI demands if they properly managed their
working time.

There was no baseline model in this research study as the optimal one was obtained
through numerical optimization. The GA starts with a random population of alternative
model specifications, and in each iteration, the population is evolved through the optimal
model (the one that achieves the best R2 with the smallest set of variables, among the 228

possible combinations).
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Table 3. Models 2 and 3. JQIs indexes related with the dependent variable (MW), under and over 40
years old.

Model 2. Under 40 Years Old
(N = 228)

Model 3. Over 40 Years Old
(N = 372)

Variables (N = 602) β̂ β̂95% β̂ β̂95%

Skills and discretion 0.2899 (0.1718, 0.4080) 0.9312 (0.6799, 1.1.825)
Physical environment 0.3912 (0.2842, 0.4981) 0.6211 (0.5360, 0.7061)

Skills and discretion ×
Physical environment −0.1031 (−0.1250, −0.0813) −0.7272 (−1.0166, −0.4378)

Social environment ×Work time quality 0.4255 (0.3088, 0.5422)
Work time quality ×Work intensity 0.1932 (0.1081, 0.2783)

Statistical characteristics of the model:
R2:0.2692; F:76.9834, p-value

(F*) = 0.0000
R2:0.2042; F:20.7182, p-value

(F*) = 0.0000
RMSE: 0.0822; BIC: −2181.5 RMSE: 0.1321; BIC: −1005.5

Statistical properties of the best-performing model: point estimator of the coefficients, β̂; interval estimator of the
coefficients (α = 0:05), β̂95%; and statistical characteristics of the models 2 and 3.

4. Discussion

The meaning of work is a construct representing a level of deep satisfaction with
the activity carried out because it generates a feeling of fulfilment [85] and value for
others. Our results reported that SD is the JQI that most closely related to MW in the
accounting profession. SD showed a direct and positive relationship with the MW. The
accounting profession gives a global view of an organization through its figures, and
today CFOs are a role that is very close to the CEO of the organization [86]. Regulatory
changes, and the adaptation of organizations’ business models, require a high degree
of updating [64]. Accountants are responsible for reporting the organization’s financial
health and proposing measures to keep the business sustainable. Those professionals
who manage to appreciate this global value of their work (the meaning of their work)
are the ones who most appreciate the learning and professional development processes
they experience at work, and vice versa, those who do not appreciate this critical role
in the organization, do not appreciate the skills development of the accountant role. In
the context of audit firms, the character of public service requires maintaining a strict
attitude of independence towards the client and constant revisions that do not reduce the
levels of professional competence. The assessment of learning in the profession reflects
the commitment to professional competence; this learning occurs by both experience and
training plans. Learning by experience is acquired by what the customer teaches and
through supervision [64]. In this teaching role, seniors can appreciate the importance of
professional development in their professional careers much more. As [87] pointed out,
nowadays, a sense is emerging that combines organizational identity and professional
identity, which they call organizational professionalism.

In the early years of a career, accountancy is a training school, in terms of how to
work under pressure, meet tight deadlines, work as a team, and develop financial expertise.
In ref [72], it was observed that among the factors that most influenced the choice of the
accounting career were expert learning, financial security, and a meaningful job [88,89].
Incorporating into an accountancy firm is a huge challenge for young people. It begins a
process of socialization that will moderate their resistance to having an identity and disci-
pline in constant development as their level of professional experience progresses [90,91].
In ref [92], it was concluded that the passage through the professional career from joining
the firm to occupying a relevant position in it involves a destabilizing step in terms of their
previous identities. This is mainly due to the role change. As the professional objectives
are covered, the role evolves to activities associated with commercial aspects related to
expanding the client network, rather than technical knowledge.

The second JQI with a higher impact on MW was PE. Accountants considered that
the physical conditions of the workplace have a positive and significant influence on the
MW. As PE reports a high average value, the interpretation is that low PE valuation affects
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MW negatively. This effect is not additive to SD because the combined effect of PE x SD
decreases the isolated effect of each one.

In addition, the model showed that SE and WI have a combined positive effect on
MW. This moderating effect of SE on the intense working conditions have been previously
reported in the literature [2,22,25,60,61,93] and it contributes to the meaning of the work.

The results also show a concept of MW that is arrived at differently among young
and older accountants. The MW among the youngest is associated with the social life com-
ponents; therefore, the interrelationship between SE and WTQ is the one that contributes
the most to MW. These results confirmed findings of previous literature that pointed to a
different scale of priorities among millennials versus baby boomers [82]. Additionally, SD is
higher among senior accountants (baby boomers and former generations) than millennials,
displaying the propensity of baby boomers to take more advantage of learning opportuni-
ties than millennials [94]. Among the differences that millennials show compared to other
generations, Ref. [83] stated that millennials especially value their personal life, flexibility
in time management, and a solid teamwork culture, which promotes interesting work and
facilitates happiness at work. The combination of SE x WTQ has a stronger relationship
with MW than SD. It suggests that meaning at work is more connected with its contribution
to the social dimension and, to a lesser extent, with developing one’s competencies, which
also show a significant and positive relationship. The PE has a positive and direct effect on
MW, with greater weight than the development of SD.

Otherwise, the senior accountants considered a strong relationship between the exper-
tise acquired in this profession with the MW. In addition, these accountants considered that
PE is directly related to MW, although there is no additive effect with SD. These accountants
may have reached the utmost discretion and developed skills that allow the job to have
meaning. On the other hand, seniors also value the interrelationship between WTQ x
WI, which would reflect the appreciation for the pace of work and the reconciliation of
work and family life in the most experienced people. In professionals with high activity
rates, alternative work arrangements can be an appropriate instrument to reinforce the
meaning of work. However, it is necessary to overcome the old wisdom that alternative
work arrangements are appropriate for professionals with less critical responsibilities or
skills [95].

As previously claimed, the main goal of this study was to explain how the JQI’s vari-
ables (classified into a professional’s job demands and resources) relate to meaningful work
in the accountant profession. The answer to the research question is that the job dimensions
that give meaning to work activity evolve throughout the professional career [69]. These
dimensions are not maintained constants throughout the professional career; however,
aspects related to professional competence and flexibility in time management give more
meaning to the work of accountants. The working time quality is appreciated by both
the youngest and the most senior professional, but in each case is associated with either a
teamwork dimension (social environment in young people) or an individual dimension
(work intensity, in the older ones). Methodologically speaking, the model creation has
been carried out from a bottom-up approach (from data to theory, deductive) instead of the
top-down approach (from theory to data, inductive reasoning), traditionally adopted in
the social sciences.

5. Conclusions

This study explored the characteristics that make the accounting profession interesting
for young people who want to join this profession. Accountants outlined that professional
development is related to giving meaning to work. As a highly qualified activity, pro-
fessionals appreciate the technical competence that they develop. In addition, physical
conditions position this job as comfortable; accountants are aware of this issue, and it
is related to the degree of meaningful work. The social environment is also appreciated
because the accountants carry out their professional activities in teams.
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The accountancy profession has a challenge with attracting and retaining talent. Skill
development and discretion as their career progresses attract new professionals to accoun-
tancy; however, firms must outline how this work contributes to cultivating the social
dimension of the individual, inside and outside the firm. Therefore, the combination of the
social environment related to the quality of time applied to work demands is significant
in attracting their attention to the profession. Nonetheless, the senior auditors maintain a
high satisfaction ratio concerning the physical environment, and the application of their
skills and knowledge generated by their experience provide high significance to the work
carried out.

Several limitations affect this research. Firstly, it came from a survey that picked
personal perceptions of the individuals. Secondly, data were cross-sectional, and this
prohibited conclusions about causality in the relationship between variables. Thirdly, this
research could benefit from regressing citation counts on prior publications’ metadata, as
proposed by [96].

The concept of MW relates to a job well done and a sense of utility. An extension to this
work would be to determine what is considered useful work in the accounting profession.
On the other hand, the MW construct can be explained by the human values of the
professional, for example, as defined by Schwartz (1992) [97]; this would be very interesting
to detect profiles that can achieve a higher level of satisfaction in the profession, as well as
guide the development of those values throughout the career. It would also be interesting
to determine whether a greater sense of MW is related to a lower dysfunctional behavior.
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